Comparison of Foveal, Macular, and Peripapillary Intraretinal Thicknesses Between Autism Spectrum Disorder and Neurotypical Subjects
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PURPOSE. To compare thicknesses of intraretinal layers segmented by spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) between autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and neurotypical (NT) individuals.

METHODS. We performed 2 scans on 108 eyes from 54 participants (27 high-functioning ASD and 27 age- and sex-matched NT subjects): macular fast volume and peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (pRNFL). Macula was automatically segmented. The mean foveal and macular thickness of nine different layers and the thickness of nine pRNFL sectors were considered. Data from the right and left eyes were averaged for each participant. The results were compared between the ASD and NT groups. Associations between the Kaufman brief intelligence test (K-BIT), head circumference and SD-OCT results were also investigated in ASD individuals.

RESULTS. ASD subjects showed greater foveal thickness at total retina, total inner retina, inner plexiform and inner nuclear layers, and greater macular thickness at total retina and total inner retina. Inferior, nasal inferior and temporal inferior sectors of pRNFL were also thicker in the ASD participants than in the controls (P < 0.05, unpaired ttest). Significant correlations were found between some K-BIT results and temporal inferior and inferior pRNFL thicknesses in the ASD group (P < 0.05, Spearman’s rank correlation). No associations were seen between head circumference and OCT parameters.

CONCLUSIONS. There are intraretinal thickenings at different locations in ASD subjects when compared to NT controls. This fact should be taken into account when interpreting SD-OCT examinations in ASD individuals. Plus, some pRNFL thicknesses present positive correlations with scores of cognitive status in ASD.
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Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) comprises various types of lifelong disabilities characterized by impaired social interactions, difficulties with verbal and nonverbal communication, stereotyped patterns of behavior, and restricted interests.1 Its prevalence is around 1% of the population and its incidence is increasing.2,3 Recently, it has been estimated that 1 in 68 children in the United States has been identified with ASD.4 The etiology of ASD still remains unknown. However, it has been found that gray and white matter in the brains of ASD individuals present different regional change patterns of volume, thickness, and structure compared with controls. Abnormalities of interconnectivity among cerebral regions in ASD subjects have also been reported.5–7

The retina is an extension of the central nervous system. Thus, it shows a relationship and resemblance with the brain in terms of embryology, anatomy, physiology, and histopathology. Similarly to the brain, the retina has the equivalent of white matter (plexiform and nerve fiber layers) and gray matter.
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(nuclear and ganglion cell layers). Based on these analogies, we hypothesized that the retina may also be altered in ASD.

Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) has recently permitted the identification in vivo of individual retina layers and the estimation of their thicknesses by different segmentation algorithms. Not surprisingly, some central nervous system disorders, such as Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, or schizophrenia showed thinning of the intraretinal layers.

However, very little is known about retinal thicknesses in ASD. To the best of our knowledge, only one study has studied ASD subjects by SD-OCT. The authors compared the peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (pRNFL) between the ASD and neurotypical (NT) groups, and found a reduced pRNFL in the former group. Nevertheless, as far as we know, the thickness of the retinal layers in the macula has not previously been investigated in ASD. Therefore, this research intended to evaluate the thicknesses of segmented macular layers in ASD and to assess pRNFL measurements. In addition, it correlated the thickness of the retinal layers with the cognitive abilities and head circumference of the ASD subjects.

METHODS

Recruitment

This was a prospective, observational, cross-sectional study. Young ASD subjects were recruited from two specialized formation centers: Integral Formation Center "Gabriel Pérez Carcel" and ASTRADE, both located in Murcia, Spain. All the examinations were performed between September 2015 and March 2016 in the General University Hospital Reina Sofía, Murcia, Spain. The study included two groups of patients: ASD and NT subjects. Inclusion criteria for ASD subjects were: (1) Caucasian race; (2) aged under 21 years; (3) diagnosis of ASD with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) criteria confirmed at least by two different specialists; (4) refractive error of less than 6 spherical diopters and 2.5 cylinder diopters; (5) best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of 20/40 or better; (6) no signs or history of ocular diseases (including ocular surgery); (7) no systemic disease that may alter OCT measurements; (8) adequate collaboration to perform good quality and correctly segmented SD-OCT scans without artifacts (see below) so only high-functioning ASD cases could be included.

Control NT subjects were selected age- and sex-matched with ASD subjects. The inclusion criteria for the NT group were the same as the criteria used for the ASD group except for criterion number 3. An additional inclusion criterion for the NT subjects was to have no family relationship with ASD subjects. The control group was recruited from healthy volunteers who attended routine ophthalmic check-ups at General University Hospital Reina Sofía, Murcia, Spain. Parents/guardians' consent was signed for all the participants aged under 18. Older subjects signed the consent themselves or, alternatively, parents/guardians’ consent was obtained. The study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and had been previously approved by the hospital’s Ethics Committee.

Ophthalmic Examinations

All the ASD and NT subjects underwent complete ophthalmic examination, which included the following and in this order: autorefration, BCVA, air-puff tonometry, and funduscopy. The data of these examinations were taken into account for the inclusion/exclusion criteria.

SD-OCT examinations were performed with an OCT device (Spectralis software version 6.0; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), which had an automatic eye tracking system (TruTrack Active Eye Tracking) to compensate eye movements. Two examinations were done in both eyes of each subject: a macular fast volume scan and a standard pRNFL thickness scan.

A macular fast volume scan comprised 25 horizontal scans with an area of 666 mm² centered at the fovea. In this examination, mean retinal thicknesses were estimated in microns in the sectors that correspond to the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grid (Fig. 1A). Macular layers were automatically segmented using the prototype software of the commercial device (Segmentation Technology; Heidelberg Engineering; Fig. 1B). The following macular segmentations were considered herein: total retina, nerve fiber layer (mRNFL); ganglion cell layer (GCL); inner plexiform layer (IPL); inner nuclear layer (INL); outer plexiform layer (OPL); outer nuclear layer (ONL); and photoreceptors. The sums of all the total inner (mRNFL + GCL + IPL + INL) and total outer (OPL + ONL + photoreceptors) retinal layers were also calculated for this study. OPL and ONL layers were not considered independently to avoid automatic segmentation errors due to Henle’s fiber orientation. Thus, the thicknesses of these two layers were considered together (OPL + ONL). The mean thickness values of the nine resulting sectors (C0, S1, S2, N1, N2, T1, T2, I1, and I2) of the ETDRS grid were averaged and this value was considered to be the macular thickness for each

![Figure 1. Macular examination. (A) ETDRS macular grid. The thickness of all sectors (C0, S1, S2, N1, N2, T1, T2, I1, and I2) was averaged to obtain macular thickness values. Thickness in the central circle (C0) was considered the foveal measurement. (B) Automatic segmentation of the different intraretinal layers in macula.](http://arvojournals.org/ on 03/01/2018)
Normal population. Nonverbal IQ-verbal IQ discrepancy mean of 100 points and a standard deviation of 15 in the nonverbal, verbal, and composite IQ. These three scores had a BIT test provided three intelligence quotient (IQ) scores: determined knowledge of words and their meanings. The K-BIT test was made up of two subtests: a nonverbal (matrices) and a analogies. The verbal subtest is a questionnaire that measured the ability to solve problems through relationships contain pictures and abstract symbols, rather than words, and was considered the foveal thickness (Fig. 1A).

In the pRNFL thickness scan, the thickness of the pRNFL was automatically estimated in a 12° in diameter circle around the optic disc. Fovea-to-disc adjustment (FoDI system) was used in all eyes. With this strategy, the reference line of the papillomacular bundle was delineated (Fig. 2A) if the patient had a foveal fixation. This line is considered to lie in the middle of the temporal quadrant and, with this reference, all the other sectors were determined by the device. If the subject was unable to maintain foveal fixation as a result of poor collaboration, the foveal position of the axis could be changed. In this study the foveal position of all the examinations was assessed, and corrected, if necessary, by the same experienced operator (JJGM).

The thickness of pRNFL was determined globally and in six different sectors: temporal; temporal superior (TS); temporal inferior (TI); nasal; nasal superior (NS); and nasal inferior (NI) (Fig. 2B). The superior and inferior quadrant values were also calculated by averaging the TS-NS and TI-NI sectors, respectively.

Poor quality images (signal strength under 20) were not included. All the scans were checked by the same experienced operator (JJGM) to exclude any images with segmentation errors, decentrations of the macular ETDRS grid or the pRNFL circle, or any other artifacts. Scans were repeated in such cases.

Cognitive Abilities Assessment

All the ASD subjects underwent the Kaufman brief intelligence test (K-BIT) by the same experienced psychologist (ABRH). This was a quick test that makes a reliable intelligence assessment in persons aged between 4 and 90 years. The test was accomplished two criteria: (1) a statistically significant difference for the Student’s t-test between the ASD and NT groups; and by assuming a standard deviation of 6.2 μm, for a statistical power of 80% and a significance level of 5% at least 24 patients in each group had to be included.

Sample Size Calculation

To detect a difference of at least 5 μm (threshold of SD-OCT technology) in the global RNFL thickness between groups, and the largest value was considered for each patient.

Statistical Analysis

Data were exported from the OCT device (Heidelberg Engineering) in a spreadsheet program (Excel version 2016; Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA) and were analyzed with commercial software (SPSS version 22.0; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and R statistical software (version 3.3.1, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The values of the right and the left eyes of each participant and for each concrete location were averaged.

The normality of all the data distributions was assessed by inspecting histograms and using a Shapiro-Wilk test. An unpaired Student’s t-test was used to compare the foveal, macular, and peripapillary thicknesses between both groups. The Benjamini-Hochberg method was used to adjust the results for multiple comparisons. OCT thickness parameters were chosen to be correlated with the K-BIT results and head circumference, but only if they accomplished two criteria: (1) a statistically significant difference for the Student’s t-test between the ASD and NT groups and (2) the correlation was significant in the ASD and NT groups.
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Table 1. Comparisons of Foveal Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segmented Layer</th>
<th>ASD Subjects, mean ± SD</th>
<th>NT Subjects, mean ± SD</th>
<th>Difference of Means, ASD-NT (% change)</th>
<th>Independent T-Test, P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total retina</td>
<td>279.16 ± 20.57</td>
<td>268 ± 17.84</td>
<td>11.16 (4.16)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total inner retina</td>
<td>191.98 ± 19.96</td>
<td>181.07 ± 18.51</td>
<td>10.91 (6.02)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNFL</td>
<td>13 ± 2.08</td>
<td>12.22 ± 1.59</td>
<td>0.78 (6.38)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganglion cell</td>
<td>19.09 ± 5.08</td>
<td>17 ± 4.18</td>
<td>2.09 (12.29)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner plexiform</td>
<td>23.09 ± 3.63</td>
<td>21.50 ± 3.55</td>
<td>1.59 (7.39)</td>
<td>0.04**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner nuclear</td>
<td>20.75 ± 5.07</td>
<td>18.37 ± 5.03</td>
<td>2.38 (12.95)</td>
<td>0.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total outer retina</td>
<td>219.96 ± 9.90</td>
<td>217.01 ± 9.62</td>
<td>2.94 (1.55)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer plexiform + nuclear</td>
<td>117.18 ± 9.50</td>
<td>114.11 ± 9.49</td>
<td>3.07 (2.69)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoreceptors</td>
<td>71.29 ± 2.78</td>
<td>71.09 ± 2.76</td>
<td>0.20 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significance at the 0.01 level. Significance after Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment is indicated in bold.
** Significance at the 0.05 level.

Tables 2. Comparisons of Macular Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segmented Layer</th>
<th>ASD Subjects, mean ± SD</th>
<th>NT Subjects, mean ± SD</th>
<th>Difference of Means, ASD-NT (% change)</th>
<th>Independent T-Test, P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total retina</td>
<td>320.02 ± 11.98</td>
<td>315.48 ± 10.57</td>
<td>4.54 (1.43)</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total inner retina</td>
<td>259.77 ± 10.43</td>
<td>255.35 ± 11.46</td>
<td>4.42 (1.87)</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNFL</td>
<td>26.25 ± 2.22</td>
<td>26.42 ± 2.61</td>
<td>−0.17 (0.64)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganglion cell</td>
<td>42.25 ± 2.92</td>
<td>41.25 ± 4.30</td>
<td>1 (2.42)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner plexiform</td>
<td>34.85 ± 1.77</td>
<td>34.42 ± 1.76</td>
<td>0.43 (1.24)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner nuclear</td>
<td>36.66 ± 2.63</td>
<td>35.84 ± 2.41</td>
<td>0.81 (2.26)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total outer retina</td>
<td>192.22 ± 7.98</td>
<td>190.48 ± 9.02</td>
<td>0.81 (0.42)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer plexiform + nuclear</td>
<td>98.47 ± 6.23</td>
<td>96.48 ± 7.13</td>
<td>1.99 (2.06)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoreceptors</td>
<td>67.22 ± 1.02</td>
<td>67.22 ± 1.19</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significance at the 0.05 level.

Results
Initially, 32 ASD subjects were selected for the study, but 5 were excluded due to poor collaboration for SD-OCT. Finally, 27 ASD subjects and then 27 age- and sex-matched NT controls were included. Each group was made up of 23 men and 4 women, whose mean age was 13.70 ± 3.05 (range: 7–20 years). Thus, 54 eyes from each group (108 eyes in all) were included for the analysis.

The comparisons showed greater foveal thickness of the total retina, total inner retina, IPL, and INL in the ASD group (Table 1). In contrast, macular thicknesses only statistically differed between both groups at the total retina and total inner retina layers (Table 2). When comparing the pRNFL results, the TI, NI, and inferior sectors appeared to be significantly thicker in the ASD group than in the NT group (Table 3). The general trends toward thicker segmentations in the foveal, macular, and pRNFL thicknesses in the ASD group compared to the NT controls were remarkable (Tables 1–3).

The K-BIT scores in the ASD group were 85.88 ± 9.50 (range: 46–123) for the nonverbal IQ, 79.92 ± 10.43 (range: 40–112) for the verbal IQ, 78.70 ± 21.93 (range: 40–115) for the composite IQ and 5.96 ± 13.13 (range: −30 to 35) for the NVIQ-VIQ D. The correlations of the selected thickness parameters and the K-BIT obtained in the ASD group demonstrated a moderate positive association between the TI sector of pRNFL and three IQs: nonverbal, verbal, and composite IQ (Table 4). The inferior pRNFL also showed a positive association with the composite IQ, which came close to statistical significance for the nonverbal and verbal IQs (Table 4). Scatterplots of the significant correlations were represented in Figure 3.

Head circumference in ASD group was 56.48 ± 3.31 cm (range: 52–66 cm). There were no significant correlations between head circumference and the selected thickness parameters measured by OCT (Table 4).

Discussion
The present research is the first to investigate macular and foveal thicknesses in combination with pRFNL thicknesses in ASD individuals. We documented a general trend toward thicker foveal, macular, and peripapillary parameters in ASD subjects with significant differences only at some locations, unlike the effect that neurodegenerative diseases have on retinal structures. The pRNFL, the paradigm of white matter in the retina, was significantly thicker in the inferior sectors in the ASD group. However, the layers that represent gray matter did not seem to present this disparity (except for the foveal INL). The behavior of the inner retinal layers (altered in ASD) also differed from the outer retinal layers at the fovea.

Our results contrasted with those obtained by Emberti Gialloreti et al., who performed the only research that has compared pRNFL between ASD and NTs published to date. Briefly, these authors concluded that young ASD adults (n = 24) presented lower nasal pRNFL thickness values than the
matched NT subjects. They also divided the ASD subjects into two subcategories: high-functioning autism (HFA; n = 11) and Asperger syndrome (AS; n = 13). They found thinner global, nasal, and inferior pRNFL in the HFA group and thinner nasal pRNFL in the AS compared to the controls. Our study considered all the ASD patients since DSM-5 merged all the subcategories into one: ASD. No clinical or research evidence exists for separating AS from ASD.15

The differences between the results of Emberti Gialloreti14 et al. and ours may be related, at least in part, to one important methodologic reason. They used the Spectralis OCT software version 5.1, while we used version 6.0. Thus their version did not include fovea-to-disc adjustment (the FoDI system is available from software version 5.3). This is relevant because this correction reduces variability due to the individual disc-fovea angle, cyclotorsion, and patient head tilt so that scans can be accurately compared point-by-point with the normative database or between individuals. It has been demonstrated that fovea-to-disc misalignment was capable of erroneously changing pRNFL thickness measurements in each sector by as much as 46 μm.17 This fact is particularly important when considering that the collaboration of ASD subjects for OCT scans was not included fovea-to-disc adjustment (the FoDI system is available from software version 5.3). This is relevant because the correction reduces variability due to the individual disc-fovea angle, cyclotorsion, and patient head tilt so that scans can be accurately compared point-by-point with the normative database or between individuals. It has been demonstrated that fovea-to-disc misalignment was capable of erroneously changing pRNFL thickness measurements in each sector by as much as 46 μm.17 This fact is particularly important when considering that the collaboration of ASD subjects for OCT scans was suboptimal.

We found in this study that ASD individuals presented greater thickness of some intraretinal layers. This result was consistent with the results of other studies that had shown increased thickness or volume in ASD of different structures of the visual pathway such as the thalamus23,24 and visual cortex.25,26 More recently, larger relative gray matter volume in the visual network in ASD subjects than in controls has been found.27

The cause of the increased retinal thicknesses in ASD shown in this study may be due to atypical parenchymal overgrowth,28,29 but could also be related to neuroinflammatory changes in ASD, such as microglia activation.29

Neuroinflammation is also believed to play an important role in schizophrenia,29 but in contrast, the macular and peripapillary thicknesses were found to be reduced in this disorder.33 Considering that ASD and schizophrenia share some clinical and genetic components, although age of onset in each disorder is different, some other different factors must be involved in the development of these two alterations.39

One of these factors could be that ASD subjects may present an altered programmed cell death (i.e., altered physiologic apoptosis) of the brain and the retina during development, which could lead to neuroanatomic abnormalities.30–32 This fact is thought to be related with an early enlargement of the brain and increase in head circumference in ASD individuals in relation to NT controls between the ages of 2 and 4 years that persists between the ages of 5 and 6 years, after which no significant difference is detected.6 We did not find any significant correlation between head circumference and selected retinal thicknesses in ASD subjects. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study dealing with these associations in ASD. It should be taken into account that the ages of the patients in our sample ranged from 7 to 20 years and that this study is cross-sectional. Future longitudinal studies are necessary to better know the relationship between several biometric parameters, including head circumference, and retinal thicknesses in ASD.

Another question that arises is whether these structural differences between ASD individuals and NT controls may be related to the atypical visual function in autism.33 On the one hand, ASD subjects exhibited superior performance during dynamic visual tasks.37 It has also been demonstrated recently that the visual field was narrower in ASD patients than in NT controls38 and that ASD subjects presented atypical electroretinograms.39 Further studies are necessary to determine the relationship between these structural differences and the functional changes in the visual system in ASD.

### Table 3. Comparisons of pRNFL Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>ASD Subjects, mean ± SD</th>
<th>NT Subjects, mean ± SD</th>
<th>Difference of Means, ASD-NT (% change)</th>
<th>Independent T-Test, P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>104.13 ± 11.29</td>
<td>100.38 ± 11.31</td>
<td>3.74 (3.72)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>75.81 ± 11.76</td>
<td>73.88 ± 13.45</td>
<td>1.92 (2.59)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Superior</td>
<td>146.35 ± 22.21</td>
<td>143.63 ± 24.59</td>
<td>2.72 (1.89)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Inferior</td>
<td>152.00 ± 25.19</td>
<td>140.70 ± 26.46</td>
<td>11.29 (8.02)</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>75.85 ± 15.21</td>
<td>75.24 ± 12.02</td>
<td>−0.58 (1.85)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal Superior</td>
<td>118.83 ± 24.58</td>
<td>114.24 ± 16.13</td>
<td>4.59 (4.01)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal Inferior</td>
<td>115.92 ± 22.11</td>
<td>104.55 ± 22.50</td>
<td>11.37 (10.87)</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>132.59 ± 21.32</td>
<td>128.94 ± 17.95</td>
<td>3.65 (2.83)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td>135.76 ± 19.36</td>
<td>121.46 ± 19.09</td>
<td>12.3 (10.12)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significance at the 0.05 level.
** Significance at the 0.01 level. Significance after Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment is indicated in bold.

### Table 4. Spearman’s Rho Correlations Between Selected Thickness Parameters (microns), K-BIT Results, and Head Circumference (cm) in ASD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segmented Layer</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Nonverbal IQ</th>
<th>Verbal IQ</th>
<th>Discrepancy Performance/Verbal IQ</th>
<th>Composite IQ</th>
<th>Head Circumference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total retina</td>
<td>Fovea</td>
<td>−0.23 (0.24)</td>
<td>−0.14 (0.48)</td>
<td>−0.12 (0.52)</td>
<td>−0.14 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total inner retina</td>
<td>Fovea</td>
<td>−0.24 (0.22)</td>
<td>−0.15 (0.45)</td>
<td>−0.13 (0.50)</td>
<td>−0.13 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripapillary RNFL</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>0.26 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.70)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripapillary RNFL</td>
<td>Temporal inferior</td>
<td>0.50 (&lt;0.01)**</td>
<td>0.55 (&lt;0.01)**</td>
<td>−0.07 (0.70)</td>
<td>0.58 (&lt;0.01)**</td>
<td>0.21 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripapillary RNFL</td>
<td>Nasal inferior</td>
<td>0.12 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.89)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.37)</td>
<td>−0.14 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripapillary RNFL</td>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td>0.34 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.06)</td>
<td>−0.31 (0.87)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.03)*</td>
<td>0.34 (0.86)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Expressed as correlation coefficient (r).
** Significance at the 0.05 level.
*** Significance at the 0.01 level.
needed to explore whether these functional differences are related to the structural differences.

The differences found in this work also suggest that the normative database of SD-OCT for NT subjects may not be exactly applicable to ASD subjects. Thus, the interpretation of SD-OCT results in ASD individuals should be cautious when studying or suspecting another ocular or neuro-ophthalmic disease (such as glaucoma, papilledema, optic disk drusen, etc.) in order not to draw false positive or negative conclusions. This fact is especially remarkable for inferior pRNFL sectors because the mean thickenings in ASD subjects at these locations were 11.29, 11.37, and 12.30 μm for temporal inferior, nasal inferior, and inferior sectors, respectively (Table 3).

One may argue that adjustments for multiple comparisons should be applied in this study. This is a controversial issue because the risk of false-negative results increases. However, even after Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment, thickness of total retina and total inner layer at the fovea, and thickness of inferior pRNFL remained statistically greater in ASD group (Tables 1–3).

A positive association between pRNFL thickness and the scores of cognitive tests has been found in NT individuals by some authors. Additionally, Emberti Gialloreti et al. found a positive correlation between NVIQ-VIQ D and global pRNFL thickness in ASD. We were unable to reproduce this association in the present study. Instead, we found positive correlations, but only moderate ones, between inferior pRNFL thicknesses and IQs. These findings suggest that the relationship of pRNFL and cognitive abilities in ASD may be of clinical applicability.

Our study has some limitations. First, the number of individuals included is relatively small. However, we obtained significant results with this sample size. Second, our ASD group was made up of young, high-functioning ASD subjects. So extrapolating the results cannot be done to another age range.

FIGURE 3. Scatterplots representing significant associations between pRNFL thicknesses and K-BIT results in ASD group. (A) Temporal inferior pRNFL thickness versus nonverbal IQ. (B) TI pRNFL thickness versus verbal IQ. (C) TI pRNFL thickness versus composite IQ. (D) Inferior peripapillary RNFL thickness versus composite IQ. Thickness is indicated in microns. Cubic regression best fit the sets of data. $R^2$ values and regression equations are included.
or to low-functioning ASD individuals. Third, our study is cross-sectional and consequently we cannot establish whether the differences between the ASD and NT groups will be stable or change over time. Longitudinal studies are warranted to answer this question.

In conclusion, we found greater retinal thickness in ASD subjects than in the NT controls at some foveal, macular, and peripapillary locations as measured by SD-OCT. This fact should be taken into account when interpreting SD-OCT examinations in ASD subjects. Significant positive associations between pRNFL thicknesses and cognitive scores were found. Considering that SD-OCT is a noninvasive, quick and affordable examination, our results suggest that this in vivo diagnosis technique may be promising to study different aspects of ASD such as cognitive status.
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